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ABSTRACT: Injectable conducting hydrogels (ICHs) are
promising conductive materials in biomedicine and bioengineer-
ing fields. However, the synthesis of ICHs in previous work
involved chemical cross-linking, and this may result in
biocompatibility problems of the hydrogels. We present the
successful synthesis of ICHs via noncovalent host−guest
interactions, avoiding the side effect of covalent chemical cross-
linking. The ICHs are based on the γ-cyclodextrin dimer as the
host molecule and tetraaniline and poly(ethylene glycol) as the
guests in a synthetic well-defined hydrophilic copolymer. The
sol−gel transition mechanism of the in situ hydrogel is
thoroughly investigated. This novel synthesis approach of ICHs via supramolecular chemistry will lead to various new
biomedical applications for conducting polymers.

Electrically conducting polymers (ECPs), such as poly-
thiophene, polypyrrole, polyaniline (PANI), and their

derivatives, have attracted great attention in recent years.1−4

Among these diverse ECPs, PANI is very eminent because of
its excellent combination of environmental stability, controll-
ability, and simple synthesis.5−7 However, the hydrophobicity,
infusibility, and lack of degradability of PANI greatly restricted
its practical biomedical applications.8,9 By combining the
advantages of conducting polymers and hydrogels, electrically
conducting hydrogels have been recently developed to
overcome these drawbacks.10−15 For instance, a single
component conducting polymer hydrogel based on poly(3-
thiopheneacetic acid) which was covalently cross-linked with
1,1′-carbonyldiimidazole was developed.16 The conducting
hydrogels supported the cell adhesion and proliferation of
fibroblast and myoblast cells and showed all the requisite
hydrogel characteristics as scaffold materials. Electrically
conductive composite hydrogels composed of oligo-
(polyethylene glycol) fumarate (OPF) and polypyrrole were
prepared for applications in nerve regeneration.17 PC12 cells
showed significantly higher cell attachment and an increase in
the percentage of neurite bearing cells on OPF/polypyrrole
hydrogels compared to that on OPF. The conducting hydrogels
with tunable swelling ratios and conductivity based on chitosan
and aniline oligomers were prepared by chemical cross-linking

for tissue engineering application.18,19 However, the surgical
intervention for in vivo implantation of these preshaped
conducting hydrogels is inevitable. Therefore, the injectable
conducting hydrogels have been developed by our group.20 A
series of injectable electroactive hydrogels were synthesized by
in situ chemical cross-linking of gelatin-graf t-polyaniline by
genipin under physiological conditions.20 The conductivity of
the swollen conductive hydrogels was in the range of 10−4 S/
cm, and these injectable conductive hydrogels greatly enhanced
the adhesion and proliferation of mesenchymal stem cells and
C2C12 myoblast cells. This work opens the way to developing
injectable conducting hydrogels for tissue regeneration
applications. However, chemical gelation for injectable
conducting hydrogels usually involves the residual initiators
or monomers or cross-linker in the hydrogel matrix, and these
cross-linking agents such as glutaraldehyde, polyepoxides, and
isocyanate are usually highly toxic and easily leach into the body
during the cross-linking processing.21−23 Therefore, the
biocompatibility of conducting hydrogels with chemical cross-
linking is still a challenge in the use of these materials as
injectable hydrogels.24,25 In contrast, the physically cross-linked
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hydrogels with no covalent cross-linking have several
advantages over chemically cross-linked hydrogels because
they do not require any cross-linking agents for the gelation
and do not release heat during polymerization in situ, and
furthermore the mild gelation processing would not denature
incorporated proteins and damage embedded cells and
surrounding tissues at the gelation site.23,26

Supramolecular hydrogels prepared by noncovalent host−
guest interactions have been reported and attracted increased
attention recently.27−30 Cyclodextrins (CDs) have been the
most widely used as the host molecules in the supramolecular
hydrogel system,31−36 and many reversible supramolecular
systems based on CDs have been established.37−39 However,
there is no report about design and synthesis of injectable
conducting hydrogels via the noncovalent supramolecular
interaction between conducting polymers and cyclodextrins.

The aim of this work is to synthesize novel injectable
degradable conducting hydrogels formed via noncovalent
host−guest interactions. The γ-cyclodextrin dimer (γCD2)
with good water solubility was selected as a host unit, while a
synthetic well-defined hydrophilic copolymer (PEGXS-AT)
based on PEG and aniline oligomer segments was employed as
the guest component (Figure 1). The formation mechanism of
these injectable conducting hydrogels was further investigated.
The host−guest interactions between γCD2 with PEG and
aniline tetramer (AT) are the driving forces for the formation
of the injectable conducting hydrogels. This work opens new
ways to synthesize injectable conducting hydrogels via
noncovalent interaction and leads to new biomedical
applications of these conducting hydrogels.
The guest copolymer (PEGXS-AT) (Figure 1) containing

PEG and aniline tetramer was prepared via two stages. In brief,
the first stage consisted of the synthesis of PEGXS polymer by

Figure 1. γ-Cyclodextrin dimer host (γCD2) and guest copolymer (PEGXS-AT) and formation of injectable electroactive hydrogel via host−guest
interaction between CD units with PEG and AT segments. The reversible sol−gel transition was achieved by subsequent alternation addition of 1-
adamantanamine hydrochloride (AA) and γCD2 into the mixture.

Figure 2. Rheological assay of mixtures. (A) The rheological step time analysis of the PEGXS-AT/γCD2 mixture. (B) The storage modulus (G′) of
(a) PEGXS-AT sol, (b) PEGXS-AT/γCD2 gel, (c) PEGXS-AT/γCD sol, (d) PEGXS-AT/γCD2/AA sol, and (e) PEGXS/γCD2 gel.
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polycondensation of PEG, sebacic acid, and xylitol and the
synthesis of carboxyl-capped aniline tetramer (AT) (Schemes
S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information). In the second stage,
the AT segments were grafted onto the PEGXS polymer chain
to obtain the PEGXS-AT copolymer (Scheme S3 in the
Supporting Information). On the other hand, the host molecule
γCD dimer (γCD2) was prepared from γCD by reacting with
hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI) (Figure 1 and Scheme S4 in
the Supporting Information). The chemical structure of the
PEGXS-AT copolymer and γCD2 was confirmed by 1H NMR
and FT-IR spectra (Figure S1 and Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information). When the mixture of PEGXS-AT aqueous
solution (27 wt %) and γCD2 aqueous solution (10 wt %)
was mixed and then ultrasonicated for 10 min, the viscosity of
the mixture first increased and then transformed into a gel
(Figure 1(A),(B)). The time sweep rheological assay showed
that the storage modulus (G′) became higher than the loss
modulus (G″) after assaying for about 265 s. The crossover
point between G′ and G″ implied the sol-to-gel transition for
the PEGXS-AT/γCD2 mixture (Figure 2(A)). To clarify the
formation mechanism of these hydrogels, the sol−gel transition
and mechanical properties of the other mixture systems were
investigated (Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The
PEGXS-AT sol (27 wt %) showed a higher G″ than G′ during
the test period, which indicated that the PEGXS-AT sol did not
form hydrogel (Figure S3(A) and Figure S4(A) in the
Supporting Information), and PEGXS-AT/γCD2 hydrogel
showed much higher G′ than that of the PEGXS-AT sol
(Figure 2(B)). Subsequently, when the excess molar amounts
of AA to γCD2 (PEGXS-AT/γCD/AA = 27 wt %/10 wt %/5
wt %) were added into the hydrogel and then treated by
ultrasound processing, the gel turned into a sol in a few minutes
(Figure S3(C) in the Supporting Information), and the G′
decreased from 700 Pa into 0.2 Pa after gel-to-sol transition
(Figure 2(B)). Furthermore, PEGXS-AT/γCD2/AA sol went
into a gel again after adding excess γCD2 into the mixture
(Figure 1(B) (C)). For PEGXS-AT/γCD (27 wt %/10 wt %)
mixture, the viscosity and G′ increased after adding γCD into
the PEGXS-AT solution, however the mixture still presented
the solution state (Figure S3 (D) in the Supporting
Information). In addition, PEGXS/γCD2 (27 wt %/10 wt %)
mixture also exhibited the sol−gel transition (Figure S3 (F) and
Figure S4 (B) in the Supporting Information). However, this
gel showed the lower mechanical properties (G′) and the
higher equilibrated swelling ratio than those of PEGXS-AT/
γCD2 gel (Figure 2 (B) and Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information), which indicates that both PEGXS polymer chain
and AT segments could interact with γCD2 host molecules and
the interactions between PEGXS-AT and γCD2 make an
important contribution to this supramolecular hydrogel
formation. Furthermore, when PEGXS-AT/γCD2 mixture was
treated with ultrasonication, it shows a shorter gelation time
and a higher storage modulus (G′) compared with the gels
without ultrasonication treatment (Figure S6 and Figure S7 in
the Supporting Information), which suggests that ultra-
sonication could make the assemble interaction between
PEGXS-AT and γCD2 more rapidly and effectively. On the
other hand, the other ratio mixtures of PEGXS-AT/γCD2 were
also prepared and the rheological properties were investigated
(Table S2 in the Supporting Information). As shown in Figure
S8 in the Supporting Information, it was observed that the
PEGXS-AT/γCD2 hydrogel were formed when the concen-
trations of mixtures were higher than PEGXS-AT ≥15 wt %

and γCD2 ≥10 wt %. In addition, the storage modulus (G′) of
mixtures increased from 50 to 1500 Pa when the PEGXS-AT
concentration increased from 15 wt % to 45 wt % (Figure S9 in
the Supporting Information). These results indicate that both
the concentrations of PEGXS-AT and γCD2 play a critical role
in the mixtures gelation and hydrogel mechanical properties.
As the lack of studies on host−guest interaction between

CDs and aniline oligomers, in this work, we used γCD and AT
as model molecules to investigate the supramolecular
interaction mechanism between them. 1H NMR studies and
UV analysis provided important insight into the physical
interaction between γCD and AT and the mechanism of
hydrogel formation. Compared with AT and γCD molecule, the
1H NMR spectra of AT/γCD showed remarkable changes; that
is, the aromatic proton signals of AT units shifted to a lower
field and the proton signals of H-3, H-5, and H-6 in γCD to a
higher field, indicating that AT molecules were inserted into the
cavities of γCD molecules (Figure 3, and Figure S10(B) in the

Supporting Information). These results are consistent with the
interaction between CDs with other guest molecules in the
literature.40 The UV spectra of both AT and AT/γCD showed
two absorbance peaks at about 306 and 550−590 nm, which are
attributed to the π−π* transition of the benzene ring and
benzenoid (B) to quinoid (Q) πB−πQ excitonic transition.
Obviously, the Q/B absorbance peak of the AT/γCD mixture
showed a remarkable red shift compared with that of AT, which
also suggested the formation of the host−guest interaction
between γCD and AT according to the phenomena of inclusion
interaction between PANI with CDs.41 Interestingly, the AT/
βCD mixture also showed a slight red shit of the Q/B peak,
whereas the AT/αCD mixture did not (Figure S11 in the
Supporting Information), indicating that the cavity of βCD or
γCD is large enough to encapsulate the AT molecule compared
with αCD. Furthermore, the addition of AA, as competitive

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra of (a) γCD, (b) PEGXS-AT, (c) AT, (d)
AT/γCD, (e) AA, (f) AA/γCD, (g) PEGXS/γCD, (h) PEGXS-AT/
γCD, and (i) PEGXS-AT/γCD/AA solution in D2O.
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guest molecules, into AT/γCD caused a blue shift for the Q/B
peak, which is probably because AT molecules were pulled out
from the cavities of γCD by the interaction between γCD and
AA. Nevertheless, the Q/B peak of AT/γCD/AA still exhibited
a slight red shit compared with AT/γCD, suggesting that not all
of AT in the cavities was pulled out by AA (Figure 4(A) and
(C)). The UV spectra of PEGXS-AT/γCD and PEGXS-AT/
γCD/AA showed similar regulations with AT/γCD and AT/
γCD/AA, respectively. The Q/B peak of PEGXS-AT/γCD
showed a red shift compared with PEGXS-AT, while the Q/B
peak of PEGXS-AT/γCD/AA showed a slight blue shift
compared with PEGXS-AT/γCD (Figure 4(B),(D)). It means
that the supramolecular interaction between γCD units with
AT units still existed after AT segments grafted on the PEGXS
polymer chain.
Both PEGXS-AT/γCD2 and PEGXS/γCD2 showed the sol−

gel transition, indicating that there is a supramolecular
interaction between γCD units and PEGXS polymer backbone
chains. In order to clarify the interaction between γCD and
PEGXS chain, γCD instead of γCD2 was used to investigate the
mechanism. Curves g and h in Figure 3 showed the 1H NMR
spectra of PEGXS-AT/γCD and PEGXS/γCD, respectively.
Interestingly, the proton signals of γCD in both PEGXS-AT/
γCD and PEGXS/γCD became broader and shifted to a higher
field. The changes are, of course, caused by the threading of the
PEGXS polymer chain into γCD cavities and the formation of
the crystalline inclusion complex. Furthermore, the chemical
shifts for H-3 and H-5 of γCD for PEGXS-AT/γCD shifted to a
higher field than those for PEGXS/γCD, which was mainly
because γCD units interacted with not only PEGXS segments
but also AT segments in PEGXS-AT/γCD (Figure 3 and Figure
S10 in the Supporting Information). Moreover, when the
excess amount of AA was added to the PEGXS-AT/γCD and
PEGXS/γCD, the proton signals for H-3 and H-5 of γCD
shifted up higher than those for PEGXS-AT/γCD and PEGXS/
γCD, respectively. These changes suggested that a stronger
interaction took place between γCD and AA, and PEGXS-AT
and PEGXS polymer chains were pulled out from γCD cavities.
X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD) and FT-IR analysis have

been used to further investigate the structure of the inclusion
complex formed by PEGXS polymer chains and γCD units.

The patterns of PEGXS-AT/γCD and PEGXS/γCD are similar
to other polymer/γCD complexes which are known to possess
column complexes, and the fingerprint peak for the column
structure of the γCD inclusion complex at ca. 7.5° was observed
in both PEGXS/γCD and PEGXS-AT/γCD (Figure 5(A) and

Figure S13 in the Supporting Information).42−46 In addition, a
stoichiometry of 4:1 (ethylene glycol unit: γCD) for PEG/γCD
was established in some reports to show that the complex
contains two side-by-side PEG chains in each γCD
channel.43,45−48 In this study, a stoichiometry of 8.2:1 (ethylene
glycol unit: γCD) was established for PEGXS/γCD from 1H
NMR data (Figure S14 in the Supporting Information),
suggesting that this complex not only contains two side-by-
side PEG chains in each γCD channel but also exhibits some
part of “exposed” PEGXS polymer chains (Figure 5(B)). The
absorption peak in FT-IR spectra between 3000 and 3500 cm−1

is normally related to the hydroxyl groups (−OH stretch). The

Figure 4. UV spectra of systems (A), (B). Schematic representation of possible supramolecular interaction of AT/γCD/AA (C) and PEGXS-AT/
γCD/AA (D).

Figure 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) γCD, (b) PEGXS/γCD, and
(c) PEGXS-AT/γCD (A). Schematic representation of the possible
structure for PEGXS /γCD (B).
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position of this absorbance band for pure γCD2 is 3308 cm−1,
and the peak shifted to higher frequency of 3340 cm−1 when it
forms the IC with the PEGXS-AT copolymer (Figure S15 in
the Supporting Information). The shift of the −OH stretch is
mainly due to the association of hydroxyl groups of γCD and
polymer chains, which agreed well with the interaction between
γCD and other copolymers in the literature.44

The electrochemical properties of this injectable electroactive
hydrogel were investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and UV
spectra. There are two pairs of well-defined oxidation/
reduction peaks appearing at 0.32 and 0.63 V for both
PEGXS-AT and PEGXS-AT/γCD2 in Figure 6(A) and Figure
S16 in the Supporting Information, respectively. The peak at
0.32 V is assigned to the transition from the leucoemeraldine
state to the emeraldine state. At the higher potential, 0.63 V,
the peak suggests that the AT segment was oxidized from the
emeraldine state to the pernigraniline state (Figure 6(B)).
Moreover, the CV spectra of samples measured by multiple
cycles also suggested that the electrochemical properties of
these materials were stable. In addition, from the UV spectra of
PEGXS-AT and PEGXS-AT/γCD2 doped with 1 M HCl
aqueous solution (Figure S12 in Supporting Information), it
was observed that the πB−πQ excitonic transition peak at ∼580
nm decreased. At the same time, the appearances of the polaron
peaks at ∼410 nm and the delocalized polaron peak at ∼800
nm confirmed the generation of emeraldine salts (EMS) and
the ability of conducting electrons of copolymer, which
indicated both PEGXS-AT and PEGXS-AT/γCD2 have the
ability of electrical conducting. Therefore, the PEGXS-AT/
γCD2 shows similar CV and UV results with PEGXS-AT, which
confirms that the interaction between γCD and AT did not
change the electrochemical properties of the PEGXS-AT
copolymer. All these results from the UV and CV spectra
demonstrated that the PEGXS-AT copolymer and PEGXS-AT/
γCD2 hydrogel have good electroactivity.
In summary, we successfully designed and synthesized a

novel injectable electroactive hydrogel via supramolecular
chemistry by host−guest interactions, which opens the new
way to synthesize injectable conducting hydrogels to avoid the
undesirable effect of covalent cross-linking. This hydrogel was
simply achieved by using γCD2 as the host molecule and
PEGXS-AT copolymer as the guest component. The formation
of injectable electroactive hydrogel is driven by host−guest
interaction between the γCD2 and aniline tetramer and
poly(ethylene glycol). The injectable electroactive hydrogels
obtained via noncovalent host−guest interactions offer
numerous biomedical applications in various fields where the

electroactivity is in need, such as tissue engineering scaffolds,
drug delivery systems, and biosensors.
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